Reading Women Challenge

Use the list below to keep track of the books you read.
Share your progress with #ReadingWomenChallenge
Hosted by @thereadingwomen

1. A book by a woman in translation ____________________________________________
   (bonus if also translated by a woman)
2. A fantasy novel written by a woman of color _________________________________
3. A book set in the American South ___________________________________________
4. A short story collection ____________________________________________________
5. A graphic novel or memoir _________________________________________________
6. A book published by an independent press _____________________________________
7. A book set in Russia or by a Russian author ___________________________________
8. A book with a immigrant or a refugee viewpoint character _____________________
9. A book by an Australian or a Canadian author ________________________________
10. An essay collection ________________________________________________________
11. A book about someone with a chronic illness ________________________________
12. A true crime book _________________________________________________________
13. A book by an African American Woman about Civil Rights ____________________
14. A classic novel written by a woman __________________________________________
   (bonus points if not Austen or a Brontë)
15. A poetry collection _________________________________________________________
16. A book where the characters are traveling somewhere __________________________
17. A book with a food item in the title __________________________________________
18. A book written by a female Nobel Prize winner ______________________________
19. A book from the Reading Woman Award 2017 shortlists _________________________
20. A memoir by someone who lives in a country different from yours _______________
21. A book inspired by a fairytale ______________________________________________
22. A book by a local author or recommended by your local bookstore _______________
23. The book that has been on your TBR the longest ______________________________
24. A book in a genre you have never read ________________________________________

Bonus

25. A book by Virginia Woolf ___________________________________________________
26. A book by Flannery O’Connor _____________________________________________